When It Comes to the News,

It’s Easy to Twist Things.
No one can deny that the housing market
has recently been through rocky times. The
situation is improving, but news media reports often distort and
exaggerate problems by focusing on the most negative aspects
of the real estate industry. Good news, such as rising home
sales, improved affordability, historically low interest rates and
government tax incentives for homeowners, is frequently buried
behind front-page predictions of doom and gloom.

Shock sells.

If you’re feeling skeptical about what you hear
in news reports, you’re not alone. According to
a survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press,
just 29 percent of Americans perceive that news organizations
generally get the facts straight. A staggering 63 percent say
news stories often are inaccurate. About 70 percent of those
surveyed believed news organizations attempt to cover up their
mistakes. That may be part of the reason why newspapers
nationally are facing steep reductions in revenue as consumers
look to alternate sources of information on the Internet.
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Are Risks Exaggerated?

On Nov. 24, 2009, a story in the Wall
Street Journal carried the headline
“1 in 4 Borrowers Under Water,” meaning
that they had paid more for their homes
than they presently were worth. The story
failed to explain that it is common for
prices to ebb and flow. Five paragraphs
into the story, the author revealed that
most U.S. homeowners still have
home equity and that nearly 24 million
owner-occupied homes don’t even
have a mortgage to pay off.
The Associated Press on Nov. 10
reported that home prices fell in eight
out of every 10 cities nationwide during
the third quarter of 2009. If you read
to the end of the story, you learned
that the federal tax credit of up to
$8,000 for first-time homebuyers
helped sales grow in 45 states,
compared to the second quarter, with
28 states posting double-digit gains.

See a Pattern?
The news media has a way of
making good news sound bad.
It’s no wonder why real estate
professionals can become
frustrated when discussing
how the press has covered
their industry.
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Newspapers and broadcast outlets tend to emphasize bad news
for a couple of reasons. First, many reporters genuinely believe
that their mission is to report what people need to know. Among
journalists, problems are regarded as more important than
positive stories.
Second, among many news reporters and editors, good news
generally is considered to be routine, if not boring. The news
media is a business competing for ratings and advertising dollars,
and emphasis on the negative aspects of their stories tends to
be more effective in attracting the interest of their audience.
Reports of foreclosures, failing loans, real estate scams and
falling prices are emphasized while the good news about the
market is frequently down played or even ignored.

YOU CAN

FIGHT BACK!

In recent years, there has been a major shift
in the way people get their news. Technology
has empowered us. Thanks to the Internet,
we can reach out to hundreds of sources of
information, traditional and nontraditional.
Newspapers and their web sites don’t have
to be the final destination in the quest for
knowledge about current affairs.

A generation ago, news editors
often prided themselves in telling
readers what they needed to know,
not what they wanted to know. No
more. Newspapers around the country
are scrambling to remain relevant by
providing the type of content that
their readers deem essential.

Increasingly, news web sites are offering
links to outside content to help readers
conduct their own search for the truth. Blogs
have given a voice to thousands of ordinary
people. Many online news sites now rank
stories according to reader interest and offer
online forums where readers can weigh in
with their own opinions about news reports.
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